
RESEARCH LAYOUTS

A hardware or software review in a 
specialist computer magazine 
typically has a lot of  text displayed 
on a page, illustrated with only one 
or two images. The images serve to 
add visual interest rather than 
provide important information 
about the product, so they are not so 
dominant on the page. The article 
heading is quite typically quite large 
and bold. Body text is usually quite 
small and uses a serif  font. Text is 
split over columns and further split 
into sections. Each section has a 
sub-title which is clearly visible and 
signposts the important information 
contained within that section. Each 
section can consist of  several 
paragraphs. 

Layouts tend to balance the 
large amounts of  text with white 
space for a modern and uncluttered 
design.

ESTIMATE SPACE FOR TEXT

I started by choosing the typeface 
and size for the body text. For this 
article, I chose the serif  font 
Garamond Regular 10pt for the 
body text and tested 500 words of  
dummy text on the page to assess 
the approximate space needed for 
the body text.

PLAN THE LAYOUT

For this article, I chose a 3 column 
page layout. Breaking the text into 
columns makes it less daunting to 
read the large volume of  text, 
however, anyone reading a computer 
review will already be willing to 
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invest the effort in reading a lot of  
‘technical’ text, so splitting the text 
over three columns I thought would 
be enough. I also included space for 
an image of  the product in the top 
right of  the page, spanning two 
columns.

CHOOSE THE FONTS

I used Gadugi Bold 30pt for the 
main heading and Gadugi Bold 18pt 
for the sub-heading. Gadugi has a 
clear, uncluttered and modern 
design which I thought would work 
well in this type of  publication. 
Section headings within the body 
text were written in upper case in 
Gadugi Bold 10pt.

REFINE THE LAYOUT

I made some slight adjustments to 
the size of  the image and the body 
text column heights to ensure that 
no section headings were seperated 
from their text.

Sea in augue recusabo. Has 
vidit insolens eu, purto denique 
legendos mei ea. Ei quis clita labores 
pro, mea te natum posse graeco. Vel 
et dicit accusam. Blandit ancillae 
honestatis sed in augueecusabo 
liberavisse ne, tollit ridens nam no. 

WHY THIS LAYOUT WORKS

The text in this article is more 
important that the images so the 
layout ensures that the images do 
not dominate. Breaking the text over 
three columns and splitting it into 
sections with clear headings break it 
up and make it easier to read. The 
white space and uncluttered layout, 
ensure that nothing detracts fome 
the text.

Cu usu quod scaevola sensibus, 
an eam idque senserit voluptatibus. 
Ea discere alienum conceptam mel, 
eu est illum dicta tibique. Vis 
deserunt salutandi liberavisse ne, 
tollit ridens nam no. Ad congue 
facilis vim, pro ut eros veri ludus, at 
nam mazim everti. Blandit ancillae 
honestatis sed ea, mea no graece 
explicari. No laudem impetus per. 

THE VERDICT

ULTRA-WIDE DESIGN
This monitor is aimed at the 

serious amateur

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat.


